Craftsman 18 hp riding mower

The solenoid links the ignition to the starter on Craftsman lawn tractors. A turn of the key in the
ignition closes a circuit that conducts a charge from the battery to the starter motor. Plenty can
go wrong with engines, but nothing operates without the solenoid, an electromagnet bolted to
the body near the battery. One cable connects the battery to the first bolt on top of the solenoid
and one from the second bolt connects to the starter motor. A small wire at the base of the
solenoid unit connects the key and ignition. Checking the performance of the solenoid is a
basic operation accomplished by using a voltmeter. Locate the solenoid near the battery and
identify which large line comes from the battery and which goes to the starter motor. Find the
ignition connector -- a blade connection -- near the bottom of the unit. A second knife connector
on the lower part of the solenoid, if present, allows use of a wire to ground the unit. The unit
might be worn out or defective if you don't hear a click. Check the connection from the ignition
by touching the voltmeter's red lead to the connection near the base and turning the key in the
ignition. Ground the voltmeter's black lead on the tractor's body. A good connection will read
near 12 volts -- lower readings indicate a short in the ignition, not the solenoid. Confirm input
power by testing the line from the battery at the bolt on top of the solenoid. Ground the
voltmeter's black lead on the tractor's body and touch the bolt on the solenoid with the red lead.
It should register approximately 12 volts -- the battery's capacity. If not, the problem is with the
battery. Connect the red lead to the second bolt that secures the line to the starter engine with
the black ground still attached to the tractor's body. Turn the key and check the reading. A volt
reading means that the solenoid is doing its job and the problem is somewhere down the line.
There will be no volts registered if the solenoid does not connect. Connect the top bolts with a
screwdriver or remove the lead from the battery from the first post and touch it to the second. If
the engine only cranks by jumping, the solenoid is likely the problem. An avid perennial
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